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T
oday’s proliferation of smart systems, devices, and things causes 
some severe side effects. The use cases of “smart” anything, although 
numerous, are often made very complex due to the abundance of devices 
required to enable those use cases. This causes a variety of human–machine 
interfaces (HMIs), which are by no means standardized, making the public 

adoption of consumer technology much harder than we might anticipate. Smart 
phones, tablets, and TVs introduce little commonality in user interfaces (UIs) 
regarding their openness and the variety of applications available. Our vehicles are 
offering us disconnected, proprietary infotainment systems and awkward input 
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devices, including numerous buttons and touch, jog shuttle, and 
steering wheel controls. Smart gadgets and homes are among 
the most complicated both to install and use, as they still require 
considerable do-it-yourself (DIY) skills or the help of a trained 
professional. Furthermore, various new wearables now require 
users to attach electronics to their person—as if the stress of 
locating the smartphone before leaving the house is not enough 
on its own. Learning how to use all of these devices, making 
use of them, and weaving them into everyday life can be so 
cumbersome that we may stop adopting new solutions alto-
gether. This has already started to happen. Let me attempt to 
qualify some reasons for the caveat. These come from two 
trouble-causing dilemmas. The first is integration versus differ-
entiation (Figure 1).

Integration means that we want to achieve a unified user 
experience for every interaction that we may have with 
“smarts” in smart devices. This would require seamless HMIs 
and similar experiences. Therefore, instead of crafting a specif-

ic HMI for a new device, one must look to integrate into exist-
ing platforms and use guidelines for the existing systems. This 
slowly happened with Google and Android. The Android expe-
rience is already seamless on smartphones and tablets. The 
number of TVs and smartwatches is increasing, and all other 
technologies may also follow. But this is not an easy game: the 
industry is monopolized by Google, which isn’t preferred since 
mixing and matching platforms, services, and applications is 
not possible, thereby locking many business-to-business (B2B) 
cases. The lack of openness here is obvious. Google sets man-
dates, such as free application installation and user data distri-
bution, to allow users to run many apps. For example, users 
expect access to YouTube, which requires them to accept 
Google’s mandates to access the app. This platform is, there-
fore, deemed to have limited success.

Differentiation is the HMI-crafting alternative. Consumer 
technology depends on sheer volume and timely release to 
the market. This achievement requires great marketing, which 
involves branding, differentiation, and conquering consum-
ers, making them feel attached to the specificity of a product 
supplier. Integration does not allow for this specificity, mak-
ing it hard for the industry to adopt it. For example, telecom 
operators still vastly oppose the concept of provisioning the 
platform (i.e., the Internet and Android), and allow app pro-
viders to craft services for the end consumers. Instead, they 
create their own, specific HMI solutions for smartphones, 
tablets, set-top boxes, and TVs, providing proprietary Internet 
protocol television and smart-home services [1]. Each coun-
try has a competitive marketplace that includes several opera-
tors, making a widening subscriber base critical for each of 
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FIGURE 1. Consumer product dilemma 1: integration versus differentiation. OS: operating system; B2C: business to consumer.
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them. This is why they develop a differentiation strategy. This 
is, among other reasons, why we all remain stuck in the first 
“integration versus differentiation” dilemma.

Consider the example of a large telecom operator in 
France that wanted to differentiate but still allow the utili-
zation of all common services on its hybrid set-top box. 
This box was packed with an innovative HMI (they enlisted 
the aid of a production designer who had worked on the 
movie Minority Report to model the UI) that included both 
custom and common services (e.g., Android, Play Store, 
YouTube, voice search, and many more). However, once 
Google fully made up its mind for Android TV, this opera-
tor needed to introduce several modifications to receive 
software upgrades and maintain access to all the services. 
Among the most awkward was the requirement of a man-
dated UI. They compromised, and two UIs were provided 
to consumers, each requiring a dedicated home button on 
the remote controller.

The second trouble-causing dilemma deals with the scope 
of “smart” offered by a system or device. I call it “the one-
size (omni) approach versus the use-case approach” (Figure 2). 
The one-size approach considers a product setup that serves 
many generic use cases. In this approach, a manufacturer cre-
ates an omni solution, serving an abstract cause. This is true 
for many devices that are packed with rarely used functions, 
such as smartphones, tablets, and TVs [2]. Still, among the 
most extreme (and, therefore, the most slowly adopted set of 
omni solutions) are those catering to the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and smart-home realms. Both concepts are based on 
the idea of devices communicating and, as a result, allowing 
use cases of higher intelligence. Many examples of such 
intelligence exist, ranging from automatic heating control 

based on user presence, light grouping, alarms, traffic signs 
adjusting to traffic volume, and more. Frequently, consumers 
are offered an IoT product in the form of a bundle, contain-
ing, e.g., a controller, intelligent light switch, relays, and a 
bunch of sensors. This makes IoT  products difficult to adopt, 
since they depend on their own setup, and common network-
ing is still not standardized [3]. Customers find it extremely 
difficult to complete the setup and are often disappointed 
once they do. Either the product is too complex to use for a 
simple operation (e.g., opening an app to toggle the light 
instead of flipping one switch), or the complex operation is 
simply not reliable enough (e.g., no real feedback on the 
actuator status, slow reaction time, Wi-Fi/connectivity 
issues, and so on). Being given a box of gadgets, such as a 
home automation kit, leaves only DIY geeks happy; all oth-
ers wait for happier times when this technology will be both 
easy and comprehensible.

The one-size approach has much to do with the “technolo-
gy push” principle, which is still frequently used. Instead of 
pulling the demand from the market (which does not neces-
sarily exist for some modern fields), technology is crafted 
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FIGURE 2. Consumer product dilemma 2: the one-size (omni) approach versus the use-case approach. 
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Table 1. Home automation solution providers (IFA 2016 survey)— 
Omni versus use-case and impact scores. 

Name Price Approach Impact

Busch-Jaeger **** Omni 7

Changhong *** Use case
[Air quality; security; gate; locks; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)] 

6

Schwaiger ** Omni 5

Logitech ** Omni 9

SpeedLINK ** Use case
(Security)

5

Olympia *** Omni and use case
(Alarm system)

5

Sengled * Use case
[Light-emitting diode (LED) bulb and speaker in one device, lighting]

7

Edimax * Omni 5

NETATMO *** Use Case
(Security, weather, energy)

7

Homematic *** Omni 6

Fibaro ** Omni 6

Philio * Omni 4

Wibutler *** Omni 6

Popp ** Omni 6

Devolo *** Omni 7

wiDom ** Omni 4

Innogy (RWE) ** Omni 7

Freelux * Use case
(Smart plug)

3

BuddyGuard ** Use case
(Security—FLARE based on artificial intelligence)

3

Canary * Use case
(Security, monitoring)

5

MyFox ** Use case
(Security—home alarm, camera, tag, and key dongle)

5

eTiger * Use case
(Security system, light with sound)

5

Panasonic ** Omni and use case
(Security, monitoring)

7

Bosch *** Omni and use case
(Home appliances)

9

Samsung ** Use case
(FamilyHub, smart home in the fridge, home appliances)

10

Naon ***
(Estimation)

Use case
(Quality of life, well-being)

2

(continued)
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Table 1. Home automation solution providers (IFA 2016 survey)— 
Omni versus use-case and impact scores. 

Name Price Approach Impact

GreenPocket ? Omni 4

Vestel ? Omni 4

Sleepace ** Use case
(Sleep monitoring and alarm clock, tag and sleep monitor band)

4

DLink * Omni and use case
(Security)

9

GoodWay * Omni and use case
(Smart energy saving)

4

Deutsche Telekom 
(QIVICON)

* Omni 8

LG ** Omni 9

TPLink * Omni 7

Elgato ** Omni and use case
(Streamlined omni in easy-to-use devices)

9

Ednet. ** Omni and use case
(Surveillance)

6

Foobot ** Use case
(Air monitoring)

5

Smartfrog * Use case
(Surveillance, subscription-based to streaming service)

4

digitalSTROM *** Omni and use case
(Smart energy)

7

Bell&Wyson ** Use case
(LED bulb and smoke detector, motion, night cam, mosquito killer)

3

Parce ** Use Case
(Smart plug with home kit)

6

Tado ** Use case
(HVAC control)

6

Nodon ** Omni 5

Sense peanut ** Use case
(Small tag, several use cases: medications, sleep, switch, thermometer)

4

DoorBird *** Use case
(Door monitoring and answering)

8

Oblo ** Omni 7

LifeSmart ** Omni 4

AmazeTV ? Omni and use case
(Home automation from set-top box)

5

NeoHome ** Omni 4

**** represents a high professional grade price; *** represents a premium consumer price; ** represents a regular consumer price; and  
* represents a commodity.

(continued )
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and pushed out by technologists. Products are vastly over-
engineered with built-in scalability, which, in turn, causes 
adverse effects on HMIs that allow customization, which may 
not really be necessary [4].

On the other hand, recognition of the aforementioned prob-
lem led to the so-called use-case approach, which considers 
packaging omni technology into a single use case with a dedi-
cated HMI. This way, instead of home automation kits, we 
end up with alarm systems, pill reminders, and child trackers. 
Half of the exhibitors in home automation and the IoT at the 
2016 Internationale Funkausstellung (IFA) in Berlin were 
offering use-case-based solutions, and the other half used 
omni-based ones (Table 1). Although omni IoT providers may 
vouch for B2B as a business model where consumer place-
ment is up to retailers, it may be painful when they realize that 
a handful of solutions exist that are actually being adopted in 
the consumer realm.

The impact scores from Table 1 are median scores from a Lik-
ert scale based on a survey I conducted on the industry represen-
tatives during IFA 2016 (assessing maturity, sale volumes, and 
outlook on a technology or product). Although use-case-based 
solutions are expected to be better adopted than omni-based ones, 
given their simplicity, the median impact score for those solutions 
is five, compared to six for omni ones. This somewhat confirms 
the previous doubt: the killer use case is yet to be found.

These two dilemmas are apparently creating a vicious circle. 
While targeted, the use-case-based productization approach 
promises a better adoption of general technology by consumers, 
but it is also to blame for the introduction of yet another solution 
with dedicated HMI that flattens the learning curve. While the 
integration of HMIs is a promising path to making life easier for 
consumers, the very nature of the consumer industry requires 
competition to generate new solutions, and this competition 
wants to make solutions different. How can we go further from 

here? The success would most likely be stochastic, with prod-
ucts being accidental hits, causing competing attempts to fail. 
Some technologies may be given a second chance in the future, 
awaiting the change in the consumer technology landscape that 
may bring smart glasses, three-dimensional TVs, and consumer 
IoTs back into the spotlight. A chance for standardization and a 
compromise between original solutions and unified HMIs lies in 
the Internet giants: Facebook, Google, Amazon, and others. 
These companies may shape the future of the consumer industry 
more than we expect; if they do, we hope they lead standardiza-
tion efforts to create a better consumer world.
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